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Earned Media Value
Earned Media Value (EMV) is Tribe Dynamics’ prescribed metric that
quantifies the estimated value of publicity gained through digital earned
media and its respective engagement levels. Our holistic approach assigns a
specific dollar value to each piece of content, based on the publishing
channel’s perceived value of digital word-of-mouth to brands within the
industry. EMV serves as a tool for benchmarking across marketing activities
and across brands.

In an effort to ensure that we are always providing the most insightful data
and analysis to help you better understand the latest digital trends, we
consistently improve our measurement of earned media performance. As we
continue to advance our own understanding of earned media and learn
about the industry, we will update our analytics to reflect new knowledge
and innovations.

TOP 10 BRANDS BY EMV
Zara

$110,775,254

Nike

$102,312,431

$87,925,332

H&M
Topshop

$72,079,481

Forever 21
J.Crew
Calvin Klein

$64,320,292
$38,259,423
$35,100,275

Kate Spade

$32,021,472

Free People

$31,529,949

Michael Kors

$27,514,039
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BLOG
Nike

$8,038,323

Zara

$6,835,225

$5,895,889

H&M
Topshop

$4,003,939

J.Crew

$3,650,587

Calvin Klein

$3,424,957

Forever 21

$3,032,882

Michael Kors

$2,913,032
$2,273,104

Kate Spade
$1,157,484

Free People

YOUTUBE
Forever 21

$8,572,512

H&M

$8,246,729

$6,911,012

Zara
Topshop

$4,848,660

Nike

$3,271,382

Kate Spade
Michael Kors

$1,591,779
$1,260,441

Free People

$986,721

J.Crew

$931,737

Calvin Klein

$713,835
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FACEBOOK
Nike

$9,225,935

Calvin Klein

$4,015,603

$3,573,329

H&M
Zara

$3,077,169

Michael Kors

$2,806,746

Topshop

$1,977,798

Forever 21
Kate Spade
J.Crew
Free People

$1,553,287
$1,013,368
$975,976
$737,569

INSTAGRAM
Zara

$90,671,359

Nike

$71,417,752

$67,783,207

H&M
Topshop

$57,735,299

Forever 21
J.Crew
Calvin Klein
Kate Spade
Free People
Michael Kors

$49,140,689
$29,100,377
$23,374,184
$21,591,331
$20,179,380
$17,797,318
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TWITTER
Nike

$6,849,376

Calvin Klein

$2,605,796

$1,300,846

Topshop
Michael Kors
Zara

$1,068,681
$742,000

Forever 21

$664,700

H&M

$623,738

Kate Spade
J.Crew
Free People

$545,900
$335,600
$188,400

PINTEREST
Free People

$8,280,396

Kate Spade

$5,005,990

$3,509,663

Nike
J.Crew

$3,265,146

Zara

$2,538,490

Topshop

$2,212,940

H&M
Michael Kors
Forever 21
Calvin Klein

$1,802,440
$1,667,820
$1,356,220
$965,900
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YEAR OVER YEAR GROWTH IN EMV
Zara

$17,500,558
$110,775,254 532.98%
$44,033,610

Nike
H&M
Topshop
Forever 21
J.Crew

$102,312,431 132.35%
$19,143,071
$87,925,332 359.31%
$21,805,233
$72,079,481 230.56%
$20,864,180
$64,320,292 208.28%
$13,956,486
$38,259,423 174.13%
$23,982,682
$35,100,275 46.36%

Calvin Klein
Kate Spade
Free People
Michael Kors

$13,585,381
$32,021,472 135.71%
$7,441,312
$31,529,949 323.71%
$16,847,753
$27,514,039 63.31%

Q1 2015
Q1 2016
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Word Clouds
Each cloud contains words that are associated with
significantly more EMV for that brand versus other brands
in the set. Words are sized by relative EMV generated.

ZARA

NIKE

H&M

TOPSHOP
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FOREVER 21

J.CREW

CALVIN KLEIN

KATE SPADE

FREE PEOPLE

MICHAEL KORS
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Brandscape
The following network shows how online conversations group brands
together. Each node (circle) represents a brand and is sized relative to the
EMV associated with that brand. Lines between nodes are drawn when two
brands are mentioned in the same posts. The thickness of the line depends
on the relative EMV of posts that mention both brands. Nodes that are
closer together and connected by thick lines are strongly associated.
Mathematically detected clusters discovered in the data are represented by
different colors and connote what influencers perceive as larger brand
groupings.

s
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Top Influencers
An influencer’s EMV represents the EMV the influencer
generated for the brand on all of their active channels in
Q1. The percentage displayed represents the influencer’s
contribution to the brand’s total EMV.

ZARA $110,775,254 EMV

zara__europe
$4,622,970
4.17% of total EMV

maffashion_official
$2,678,861
2.42%

sananas2106
$2,115,044
1.91%

Lily Loves Fashion
$2,049,945
1.85%

Up Close and Stylish
$1,924,813
1.74%

Marcos Mion
$1,228,960
1.20%

mensfashionteam
$784,210
0.77%

Hello Fashion Blog
$735,985
0.72%

NIKE $102,312,431 EMV

coolestcollegefootballuniforms
$7,145,598
6.98%

minilicious
$2,252,862
2.20%
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H&M $87,925,332 EMV

maffashion_official
$7,508,542
8.54%

Amanda Bisk
$2,062,890
2.35%

sananas2106
$1,636,228
1.86%

Nina Urgell Cloquell
$738,029
0.84%

EnjoyPhoenix
$716,809
0.82%

Sazan Hendrix
$1,171,400
1.63%

happilygrey
$1,169,100
1.62%

Karlie Kloss
$1,120,160
1.55%

Gina Ybarra
$1,058,345
1.65%

Amanda Ensing
$934,362
1.45%

sananas2106
$807,160
1.25%

New Darlings
$714,314
1.87%

Bright.Bazaar
$642,035
1.68%

Rachel Martino
$504,925
1.32%

TOPSHOP $72,079,481 EMV

Nikki Bella
$1,230,121
1.71%

Life with Me
$1,197,135
1.66%

FOREVER 21 $64,320,292 EMV

KathleenLights
$3,827,362
5.95%

Thrifts and Threads
$2,122,010
3.30%

J.CREW $38,259,423 EMV

thepacman82
$2,621,725
6.85%

Classy Girls Wear Pearls
$769,670
2.01%
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CALVIN KLEIN $35,100,275 EMV

Kendall Jenner
$1,333,710
3.80%

ireneisgood
$1,122,584
3.20%

maffashion_official
$642,458
1.83%

dulceida
$561,006
1.60%

Toni Mahfud
$462,507
1.32%

Color Me Courtney
$474,890
1.48%

Adelaine Morin
$419,301
1.31%

Classy Girls Wear Pearls
$371,965
1.16%

Color Me Caitie
$404,820
1.28%

Offbeat + Inspired
$393,695
1.25%

happilygrey
$358,635
1.14%

Aimee Song
$510,645
1.86%

Lea Michele
$505,691
1.84%

Camila Coelho
$407,485
1.48%

KATE SPADE $32,021,472 EMV

Anna Saccone
$762,223
2.38%

Stylish Petite
$546,120
1.71%

FREE PEOPLE $31,529,949 EMV

jaglever
$710,115
2.25%

New Darlings
$655,975
2.08%

MICHAEL KORS $27,514,039 EMV

Anna Saccone
$642,219
2.33%

Kristina Bazan
$582,488
2.12%
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Fashion’s Social
Media Landscape
I

n our inaugural issue of Tribe
Dynamics’ Fashion La Mode, we
provide an overview of fashion’s
social media landscape in 2016. We
have chosen to report only nonluxury brands to focus on apparel,
given that high-end luxury brands
often boast robust beauty and
fragrance divisions. Of the brands
that exist within these parameters,
the top 10 EMV-earning brands
range from fast fashion to accessible
luxury, and conversations about
these brands vary accordingly. This
report seeks to characterize those
unique conversations and highlight
successful social media marketing
strategies that the top 10 brands
employed in Q1 of 2016.
To better compare the levels of
mass- vs. high-fashion natured
language that surround an
individual brand, we tracked the
occurrences of specific hashtags
frequently used by fashion bloggers.
The hashtags analyzed were #liketkit
(Like To Know It) and #ootd (Outfit
of the Day), which entail a more
commercial nature, in comparison
with the high-fashion, Fashion-Week
associated hashtags such as #nyfw
(New York Fashion Week), #lfw
(London), #mfw (Milan), and #pfw
(Paris). Though it is possible, and
often likely, for an influencer to tag a
photo with multiple hashtags at
once, each individual hashtag still
holds distinct implications.

Camilacoelho Instagrams a
#nyfw photo of Gigi Hadid
from Tommy Hilfiger’s runway
show, inspiring 27K likes.
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Before diving deeper into the
conversations that surround our
chosen proxies, we should establish
the differentiation between #liketkit
and #ootd, which rest on the mass
end of the spectrum. Instagrams
tagged with #liketkit allow the
blogger’s followers to “like” the
photo to link to buy what the blogger
is wearing (or carrying). The Like To
Know It business model depends on
influencers to guide their followers
towards specific purchases that
benefit both the blogger and
company. Influencers who
consistently tag their photos with
#liketkit often use language that
explicitly encourages their followers
to purchase what they are wearing
(e.g., “Shop my favorite shoes.”).
They usually provide information
about sizing and sale opportunities
to optimize their followers’
purchasing decisions. Influencers
who primarily tag their posts with
#ootd, by contrast, are not explicitly
monetizing their outfits, but
detailing the brand of each item in
their outfit still provides followers
with practical purchasing advice.
At the other end of the
spectrum, “high-fashion” earned
media is geared towards followers
who seek a glimpse into the
aspirational and exclusive fashion
world. Though some of this content
may still consist of posts that
prominently feature the apparel
itself -- and not just a specific
lifestyle or status -- these images
often take on a higher editorial
quality and connote exclusivity over
accessibility. High-fashion
influencers post photos of
themselves sitting in the front row at
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a fashion show, traveling
internationally, and acting as an
artistic director of content for their
own brand, or for brands with which
they have partnered. The captions
for influencer-created, high-fashion
Instagrams do focus on the items of
clothing themselves, but more on the
envious jet-setting life that the shot
portrays. Often, the influencer
intentionally omits details regarding
their outfit in the photo. Their focus
is not on building a specific
wardrobe, but on crafting a personal
brand for their followers through the
combined portrayals of their
personality, lifestyle, and “insider”
fashion status.

Influencer cmcoving posts a
#liketkit mirror selfie of her
spring outfit, garnering 14.2K
likes.
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ZARA AND NIKE ENJOY ORGANIC ONLINE SUPPORT

Community fanpage
zara__europe reposts an
image of jeans from Zara’s
Spring/Summer 2016
collection, netting 8.2K likes.

Z

ara and Nike share a privileged
position among the top 10
EMV-earning fashion brands,
enjoying deep-seated organic
support from social media content
creators. The pre-existing strengths
of both the Zara and Nike brands
have translated into organic social
media communities in the influencer
age, which consistently generate

high-EMV content with minimal
direct engagement from the brand.
Of the top 10 brands, Zara had
the highest percentage of its total
EMV attributed to #ootd posts, and
ranked eighth in percentage of EMV
attributed to #liketkit posts. Though
many influencers favoring #ootd
posts focused on the individual
items of clothing, as opposed to
larger aspirational themes, their
devotion was removed from
monetary motivation and
overwhelmingly organic. One of the
numerous unofficial Zara fan-page
Instagrams, zara__europe, drove
$4.6M EMV for the brand in Q1,
accounting for 4.2% of the brand’s
total EMV. This organic support
stems from the long-standing
strength of the brand’s marketing,
products, and distinct identity.
Influencers ranging from aspiring
bloggers to fashion insiders rely on
Zara pieces as daily staples,
incorporating them into their
wardrobes and lives.
Nike found a large percentage
of support, unsurprisingly, in the
athletic and fitness communities.
Like Zara, Nike’s top earned media
content creator was a fan-page
Instagram account. The Instagram,
coolestcollegefootballuniforms,
generated $7.1M EMV in Q1, 7.0% of
the brand’s overall EMV. Nike also
enjoyed a similar versatility in
conversations regarding its apparel,
with influencers of all echelons
incorporating Nike fashion into both
workout and everyday looks.
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H&M, TOPSHOP, FOREVER 21, AND FREE PEOPLE
FEATURE INFLUENCERS ON INSTAGRAM

Tifforelie posts #fpme-tagged
images from a road trip that
she also shared on Free
People’s blog, inspiring 5.1K
likes.

W

ith respect to year-over-year
growth and percentage of
total brand EMV attributed to
commercial conversations (as
designated by #liketkit and #ootd
posts), fast fashion giants H&M,
Topshop, and Forever 21, as well as
fashion brand Free People, were
grouped closely together in our Top
10 rankings. Though H&M showed
at Paris Fashion Week and Topshop
at London Fashion Week, FashionWeek related EMV contributed less
than 3% of each brand’s total EMV.
All four brands posted significant
year-over-year EMV growth by
consistently engaging with fashion
influencers.
With respect to year-over-year
growth, Free People and H&M saw
growths of 323.7% and 359.3%,
respectively, and Topshop and
Forever 21 saw year-over-year

growths of 230.6% and 208.3%.
Throughout the quarter, Topshop
and Forever 21 worked with
influencers on a fairly basic level, a
potential factor in their lower growth
rates. Both brands keep a constant,
generic hashtag that influencers can
leverage to be featured on the
brand’s website or Instagram. The
hashtags #topshopstyle and
#f21xme drove $1.3M EMV and
$4.7M, respectively. One notable
difference, however, is that the
Forever 21 website’s homepage
prominently features the usergenerated photo gallery, while
Topshop’s gallery is difficult to
navigate to.
Unlike Topshop and Forever
21, Free People does not feature
users as frequently on their owned
Instagram. Instead, the brand often
spotlights lesser-known models,
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Jaglever’s #hmlovescoachella
Instagram, featuring H&M’s
Coachella-inspired line,
receives 7.7K likes.
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tagging them in Instagrams and
treating them as important members
of its brand community. Though it
does not regularly showcase nonmodel influencers on Instagram,
Free People has a robust community
of content creators contributing to
FP Me, a photo platform hosted on
the brand’s owned website. Users
can post pictures of themselves
wearing Free People apparel and
provide information about their size
and height to help others gain a

better sense of the garment. On its
blog, Free People highlights what the
FP Me community provides: “You
can see how girls with different
styles and body types look in the
pieces you might want to buy.”
Alternatively, users who do not want
to completely commit to this
community can still engage with the
brand by using the hashtag #fpme
on Instagram, in hopes of having
their photo reposted.
H&M achieved the highest
overall EMV and year-over-year
growth of these four brands, thanks
to its active and multi-pronged
approach to influencer engagement.
In addition to inviting influencers to
its Paris Fashion Week presentation,
the brand also employed the hashtag
#hmootd ($1.2M EMV) to promote
the brand’s spring collection. Some
influencers who mentioned the
hashtag specified that they were
collaborating with the brand, while
others used it to simply reference
where their outfits had come from.
Additionally, H&M generated hype
around its Coachella-inspired line
through a series of sponsored posts
tagged with #hmlovescoachella.
Influencers were given early access
to the collection so they could inform
their followers when specific pieces
would be available, making them
both “insiders” as well as providers
of practical consumer information.
H&M then reposted many of the
influencers’ Coachella-themed looks
on the brand’s owned Instagram.
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J.CREW AND KATE SPADE
BALANCE HIGH FASHION WITH ACCESSIBILITY

J.

Crew and Kate Spade sport
clean, preppy aesthetics and
share similar consumer
demographics. Despite both showing
at Fashion Week, J.Crew and Kate
Spade had high percentages of their
overall EMV attributed to #liketkit
posts. J.Crew ranked first in
percentage of total EMV attributed
to #liketkit posts ($7.4M, 19.4% of
the brand’s total EMV), while Kate
Spade had the second-highest
percentage ($5.4M EMV, 17.0% of
the brand’s total EMV). In addition
to high percentages of #liketkit
posts, both J.Crew and Kate Spade
boasted substantial amounts of
fashion-week related content, a
likely result of the brands’ constant
balancing of their consumers’ ability
to purchase their products with their
proximity to the high-fashion world.
As brands that simultaneously
dominate consumer-facing
conversations and play a role in
high-fashion content, J.Crew and
Kate Spade need to balance the
varied desires of their audiences
through their engagement of
distinct, diverse influencers. Over
the holidays, J.Crew held an
intimate brunch for mid-level
influencers that helped foster a
community around the brand.
J.Crew also followed up on these
genuine, newly formed relationships

by inviting some of the same
influencers to its February Fashion
Week presentation. Influencer
dchaussee posted six Instagrams
worth a total of $39.6K EMV,
including one that captured spotting
Jenna Lyons and Anna Wintour
together at the presentation: “When
Jenna & Anna walk by and you have
to pick your jaw up off the floor

Dchaussee’s candid shot of
Anna Wintour and Jenna Lyons
at J.Crew’s NYFW presentation
nets 1.5K likes.
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#jcrewxnyfw.” Despite dchaussee’s
relatively small following (63.6K
followers on Instagram), the
influencer’s loyalty to the brand,
bolstered by a meaningful Fashion
Week experience, can still foster
high-impact content for the brand.
In Q1, Kate Spade actively
rallied its influencer community
around the hashtag #livecolorfully,
which drove $336.2K EMV on
Instagram, Twitter, and Pinterest.
To promote its hashtag mantra, the
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brand engaged in a wide range of
personalized collaborations with
individual influencers. Influencer
laurenswells created and
photographed stylish, cold-weather
cocktails, while influencer
maraferreira threw a bridal shower
with the brand’s help. Kate Spade’s
influencers also drove additional
EMV by cultivating anticipation
around their collaborations, teasing
their upcoming content in sneakpeek posts.

Maraferreira shares an image
from a bridal shower that she
threw with Kate Spade’s help,
garnering 2.2K likes.
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CALVIN KLEIN AND MICHAEL KORS
ENGAGE INFLUENCERS FOR FASHION WEEK

B

rands traditionally associated
with high fashion, like Calvin
Klein and Michael Kors, rounded out
the top 10 EMV-earning fashion
brands in Q1. Two other accessible
luxury brands, Tommy Hilfiger (#12)
and Ralph Lauren (#13), came close,
posting quarterly earnings of
$24.3M EMV and $23.5M,
respectively. All four brands
experienced high -- albeit
unsurprising -- EMV earnings in
February, thanks to their active
engagement of influencers during
Fashion Week, but could not sustain
this momentum in March.
Michael Kors, Tommy Hilfiger,
and Ralph Lauren saw a particularly
dramatic spike in February from
their January EMV. For Michael
Kors and Ralph Lauren, their
February EMV nearly equaled their
combined January and March EMV.

For Tommy Hilfiger, the difference
was even more significant, with its
February EMV more than doubling
its combined January and March
EMV. The three brands all
successfully mobilized its
community of superstar fashion
bloggers during Fashion Week.
Industry insider Nina Garcia, Marie
Claire’s creative director, snapped a
photo of the Ralph Lauren show’s
front row, which was entirely
comprised of the fashion blogging
sphere’s heavy hitters: Bryan Boy,
Kristina Bazan, Negin Mirsaleh,
Chriselle Lim, Aimee Song, Chiara
Ferragni. Garcia’s Instagram earned
$14.3K EMV, while blogger Negin’s
repost of Garcia’s photo earned
$104.6K -- evidence of the social
power of a more relatable influencer.
EMV generated around the
hashtag #nyfw comprised 11.7% of

Neginmirsaleh’s #nyfw repost
of Nina Garcia’s shot of the
front row at Ralph Lauren
earns 33.5K likes.
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En route to fashion shows,
chiaraferragni flaunts her
Michael Kors watch in a photo
tagged #allaccesskors and
#nyfw, inspiring 72.9K likes.
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Michael Kors watches, accompanied
by the hashtag #perfecttiming.
Chiara Ferragni showed off her
watch in a street-style shot as she
made her way to the show, while
Aimee Song featured the watch
alongside her coffee and croissant.
She captioned her Instagram,
“Almost show time.” The hashtag
#allaccesskors drove a total of $1.3M
EMV, and #perfecttiming drove
$596.3K. Though Michael Kors’
EMV performance benefited from
these influencers’ high-quality,
aspirational posts, their overt
advertorial nature precluded the
perception of an organic, authentic
loyalty between the influencer and

the brand. Influencers get to
reaffirm their insider status by
working with a high-profile brand,
but a brand does not guarantee
sustained content creation just from
initiating transactional interactions.
In contrast to these three
brands, Calvin Klein did not post
dramatically different January and
February EMV earnings, thanks to a
successful January campaign teaser
featuring Justin Bieber and Kendall
Jenner. The social media
powerhouses announced their
participation in Calvin Klein’s spring
#mycalvins campaign. Additionally,
influencers who were not directly
tied to the campaign proactively
mimicked the campaign’s “I ___ in
my Calvins” format (e.g., “I dream in
my Calvins,” “I conquer in my
Calvins”) on Instagram, posting
posed shots of themselves in the
brand’s iconic underwear. Calvin
Klein, however, failed to sustain this
organic response to the campaign’s
introduction. The brand experienced
a significant drop in March, having
lost steam from both the #mycalvins
campaign and New York Fashion
Week.
Ultimately, these high-fashion
brands put up significant
competition for attention in social
media conversations, but only when
they actively engaged their
respective communities (in this case,
during February’s Fashion Week).
However, all four brands failed to
sustain brand-relevant
conversations beyond the event. To
maintain yearlong relevance online,
these traditional fashion brands will
need to establish genuine, long-term
relationships with the influencer
voices that they currently amplify
only twice a year.
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